Building Success on the RLA Extended Response
It’s All About the Claim!

A GED® Tuesdays for Teachers Webinar
Where are You?

List your city and state into the Question Box!
Session Objectives

• Discuss challenges that students have in writing the extended response
• Discuss the importance of students beginning their extended response with a strong claim (thesis statement)
• Review process for students to learn how to use evidence in writing a strong claim
• Share resources
A Few Insights to Improve Student Performance

What Earns Points
The Research Says…

Test-takers generally

• **Do** understand
  • Not to write their opinion and
  • The need to use evidence from the passages

• **Don’t** understand

• What the task wants them to do (“to analyze” means “to read”)
• That they need to explain WHY the evidence they choose was the best to support the stronger argument
What Students See!

Instructions

Read
- On the page 2 tab above, you will read two texts presenting different views on the same topic.
- Both writers argue that their position on the issue is correct.

Plan
- Analyze the two texts to determine which writer presents the stronger case.
- Develop your own argument in which you explain how one position is better supported than the other.
- Include relevant and specific evidence from both sources to support your argument.

Write
- Type your response in the box on the right.
- Your response should be approximately 4 to 7 paragraphs of 3 to 7 sentences each.
- Remember to allow a few minutes to review and edit your response.

You have up to 45 minutes for reading, planning, writing, and editing your response.
What Earns Points

• Going beyond merely stating which side is better supported
  • A single statement of a stance is considered insufficient
  • Needs to include the “why”
• Doing more than just using quotations
  • Evidence cited must support the overall message and must be analyzed in some way
Focus on Trait 1 and the Rest will Follow

Better Readers Make Better Writers
…in reality, **good argument** begins with looking at the data that are likely to become the evidence in an argument and that gives rise to a thesis statement or major claim.

— G. Hillocks (2010)

*Teaching Argument for Critical Thinking and Writing: An Introduction*
Representative Walls – Press Release – Argument in Favor of Highway Expansion and Bypass

Representative Walls announced an economic boost for the 12th District.

July 17, 2013

Washington, D.C. – Representative Melody Walls announced that Congress passed the highway and transit bill today.

“This is a positive step towards economic growth for the area,” said Walls. 

Last week, the administration revealed plans for a new factory in the district.

Representative Walls’ ward residents are excited about jobs in the district.

Improving the highway means jobs for local construction workers. Once completed, the highway will bring more long-distance travelers into the area. Some officials anticipate a 50% increase in highway traffic due to the ease of traveling on the improved Highway 17. An increase in travelers will attract national and restaurant chains along the highway route. These national businesses will mean permanent jobs for residents.

In the future, historical features in Oak Falls and Gaston, such as brick streets built by early settlers and the old wheat mill, will likely become popular tourist attractions. More visitors will increase business for local shops and restaurants.

The improved highway will eliminate eighteen-wheeler traffic through town, a major source of traffic congestion and noise. A 2014 study in Texas showed that bypassing reduces traffic through towns by as much as 75%. Eliminating eighteen-wheeler traffic will also reduce road maintenance costs.

The improvement of Highway 17, funded by federal tax allocations, is an important investment in the area.
Evidence

- Logical Reasoning
- Expert Knowledge
- Emotional Appeal
- Statistics or Data
- Facts
Read and Find

Analyze - to examine in detail in order to discover meaning

Evaluate – to make a judgment, one that most likely results from some degree of analysis
Analysis Complete! Time to Evaluate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evidence that Supports</th>
<th>Evidence that Opposes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Will ease traffic congestion</td>
<td>Will bypass town and harm it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will create jobs</td>
<td>Road paid for with federal funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving highway means jobs for construction workers</td>
<td>Few residents will use road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will bring more long-distance travelers to area</td>
<td>Will lose money because of bypass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30% increase in traffic that won’t impact city roads</td>
<td>Construction jobs are only temporary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will attract national motel and restaurant chains</td>
<td>Minimum wage jobs will remain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will eliminate truck traffic through city by as much as 75%</td>
<td>Highway will bypass four cities in one district, so fewer travelers will stop in the cities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will reduce road maintenance costs</td>
<td>2001 study shows bypasses have negative impact on local businesses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representative held town meetings</td>
<td>Representative did not listen to local concerns in her town meetings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Which position regarding the building of a new road is better supported?
Picking a side is the point of an argumentative essay.
## Pick a Side!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evidence that Supports</th>
<th>Evidence that Opposes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Will ease traffic congestion</td>
<td>Will bypass town and harm it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will create jobs</td>
<td>Road paid for with federal funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving highway means jobs for construction workers</td>
<td>Few residents will use road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30% increase in traffic that won’t impact city roads</td>
<td>Will lose money because of bypass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will attract national motel and restaurant chains</td>
<td>Construction jobs are only temporary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will eliminate truck traffic through city by as much as 75%</td>
<td>Minimum wage jobs will remain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will reduce road maintenance costs</td>
<td>Highway will bypass four cities in one district, so fewer travelers will stop in the cities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representative held town meetings</td>
<td>2001 study shows bypasses have negative impact on local businesses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Representative did not listen to local concerns in her town meetings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Pick a Side!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evidence that Supports</th>
<th>Evidence that Opposes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Will ease traffic congestion</td>
<td>Will bypass town and harm it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will create jobs</td>
<td>Road paid for with federal funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving highway means jobs for construction workers</td>
<td>Few residents will use road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will bring more long-distance travelers to area</td>
<td>Will lose money because of bypass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30% increase in traffic that won’t impact city roads</td>
<td>Construction jobs are only temporary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will attract national motel and restaurant chains</td>
<td>Minimum wage jobs will remain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will eliminate truck traffic through city by as much as 75%</td>
<td>Highway will bypass four cities in one district, so fewer travelers will stop in the cities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will reduce road maintenance costs</td>
<td>2001 study shows bypasses have negative impact on local businesses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representative held town meetings</td>
<td>Representative did not listen to local concerns in her town meetings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Which position regarding the building of a new road is better supported?
Let's Write!
Build the New Claim

Which argument was better supported?

Why was it better supported?

Claim
Alice Jenkins’ position was better supported.

It is supported by facts and logical reasoning.

Alice Jenkins’ position is better supported because it includes both facts and logical reasoning.
Representative Walls’ position is better supported because it is more logical and is backed by data from a study.
The Value of a Claim

- A claim is the main argument of an essay.
- It is probably the single most important part of the response.
- The complexity, effectiveness, and quality of the entire response hinges on the claim.
What’s the Starting Point?

The claim

• Is the roadmap with signs and markings
• Guides the writer and reader through the argument
• Provides the position taken
• Provides the reason “why”
• Passes the “so what” test
The Value of the Word **Because**

- People do things *because* they provide a benefit or have value.
- People choose to live somewhere *because* of its proximity to schools or work.
- People drive a certain car *because* of its fuel economy, reliability, etc.

If *because* is a power word, shouldn’t students be using it to make their claims stronger?
What else can students use besides *because*?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Synonym</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Due to</td>
<td>Preposition – because of something</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whereas</td>
<td>Conjunction – because of a particular fact that has been considered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Given</td>
<td>Preposition – because of a particular fact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In view of something</td>
<td>phrase – because of something</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On account of</td>
<td>phrase – because of someone or something</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thereby</td>
<td>Adverb – because of, or by means of, what has just been mentioned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through</td>
<td>Adjective – happening because of someone or something</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With</td>
<td>Preposition – because of the situation that exists</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Where is the Claim?

The first argument from Melody Walls states that they want to expand Highway 17 from a two-lane highway to a four-lane highway. It will move two miles east of the town of Oak Falls. The bill is supposed to ease the traffic congestion and create jobs for during and after construction. Melody Walls feel once the highway is completed it will bring in more long distance travelers into the area. With that being said it will attract national motels and restaurant chains along the highway route. This will mean permanent jobs for the residents. Melody Walls feel like as far as Oak Falls and Gaston, since they have that old “feel” to it because it was built by early settlers it would be a nice tourist attraction which will bring in more business for local shops and restaurants. The improved highway will eliminate the traffic of the eighteen wheelers through towns which is a major source of noise and traffic congestion. A study in Texas showed that the highway reduced traffic through towns by as much as 75% stopping them from having traffic and will reduce road maintenance. Melody Walls feel it will be a good investment to the area.

Alice Jenkins feels different because she, first off, is a native of Oak Falls. Alcie Jenkins is a small town business owner living in the district. Seeing how Melody Walls plans on moving it two miles east that means it will now bypass there town completely and she does not agree with that at all. Alice Jenkins feels since the new highway runs through six states the construction will be paid with federal road funds that means that the city will have to pay for some of that which she thinks will hurt the town especially if there is no business coming in. Alice Jenkins feels that after the construction is finished that there will be minimum wage jobs remaining, towns will lose business because fewer travelers will pass by rather than come through. Alice Jenkins feels that travelers will not want to come back an extra two miles just to see what they town has to offer meaning no one but the town will shop in the town. No one will get hotel rooms are not even gas mainly because everything is going to be on the exit route. Alice Jenkins agrees that it will be less noise but definitely bad for business.

I feel that Representative Walls position was better supported because she had a lot of good points. Its always good to expand a freeway because of the reasons of a faster commute and less traffic. Anytime that they expand are build something that is going to cause a commotion. There is always a little town somewhere in the world and you can make everyone happy. It will bring in more jobs and decrease the noise and on top of that it might be a little safer without the eighteen wheelers going through the back roads keeping children a little safer. I feel maybe they can agree to disagree and maybe take time out to make some type of brochure showing what Oak Falls has to offer. Meaning everyone wins, business flows, quieter, no more trucks and noise and people get to work quicker or where ever they have to go. Representative Walls has my support.
Response 3:
I feel that Representative Walls position was better supported because she had a lot of good points. ---- Representative Walls has my support.

Why?

• What points are good?
• What evidence is related to the “good points”?
• Why does Representative Walls have your support?
• What is your starting point?
• Where will you go with this claim?
• What about the letter to the editor? Any good points?
Response 3:

The first argument from Melody Walls states that they want to expanded Highway 17 from twolane highway to a four-lane highway. It will move two miles east of the town of Oak Falls. The bill is suppose to ease the traffic congestion and create jobs for during and after construction. Melody Walls feel once the highway is completed it will bring in more long distance travelers into the area. With that being said it will attract national motels and restaurant chains along the highway route. This will mean permanent jobs for the residents. Melody Walls feel like as far as Oak Falls and Gaston, since they have that old “feel” to it because it was built by early settlers it would be a nice tourist attraction which will bring in more business for local shops and restaurants. The improved highway will eliminate the traffic of the eighteen wheelers through towns which is a major source of noise and traffic congestion. A study in Texas showed that the highway reduced traffic through towns by as much as 75% stopping them from having traffic and will reduce road maintence. Melody Walls feel it will be a good investment to the area.

Alice Jenkins feels different because she, first off, is a native of Oak Falls. Alice Jenkins is a small town buisness owner living in the district. Seeing how Melody Walls plans on moving it two miles east that means it will now bypass there town completely and she does not agree with that at all. Alice Jenkins feels since the new highway runs through six states the construction will be paid with federal road funds that means that the city will have to pay for some of that which she thinks will hurt the town especially if there is no business coming in. Alice Jenkins feels that after the construction is finished that there will be minimum wage jobs remaining, towns will lose business because fewer travelers will pass by rather than come through. Alice Jenkins feels that travelers will not want to come back an extra two miles just to see what they town has to offer meaning no one but the town will shop in the town. No one will get hotel rooms are not even gas mainly because everything is going to be on the exit route. Alice Jenkins agrees that it will be less noise but defently bad for business.

I feel that Representative Walls position was better supported because she had a lot of good points. Its always good to expand a freeway because of the reasons of a faster comute and less traffic. Anytime that they expand are build something that is going to cause a comotion. There is always a little town somewhere In the world and you cant make everyone happy. It will bring in more jobs and decrease the noise and on top of that it might be a little safer without the eighteen wheelers going through the back roads keeping children a little safer. I feel maybe they can agree to disagree and maybe take time out to make some type of brochure showing what Oak Falls has to offer. Meaning everyone wins, buisness flows, quieter, no more trucks and noise and people get to work quicker or where ever they have to go. Representative Walls has my support.
Let’s Make It Better and Stronger!

1. Start with the existing claim.

2. Identify what needs to change to make this a better claim.

3. Read through the student’s response and identify evidence used.

4. Identify what these pieces of evidence have in common.

I feel Representative Walls position was better supported because she had a lot of good points. Rep. Walls has my support.

- Ease traffic congestion
- Create job
- Bring in more travelers
- Attract national motels and restaurants
- Create nice tourist attraction
- Study from Texas – 75% reduction in traffic and road maintenance
- Good investment
Build the New Claim

Rep. Walls’ position was better supported.

It is supported by data from a study and logical reasoning.

Representative Walls’ position is better supported because it is more logical and is backed by data from a study.
Representative Walls and Alice Jenkins have different views on expanding a nearby highway from two to four lanes. Both present good arguments about the impact on the town of expanding the nearby highway. Representative Walls’ position is better supported because it is more logical and is backed by data from the study.
Why Focus on Trait 1?

Trait 1
• Is pivotal from a skills perspective
• Builds a solid foundation for cross-cutting skills
• Provides the basis for demonstrating Trait 2 (organization and development of ideas) and Trait 3 (standard English conventions)
Now I Have My Roadmap. . .

**Claim**
Representative Walls and Alice Jenkins have different views on expanding a nearby highway from two to four lanes. Both present good arguments about the impact on the town of expanding the nearby highway. Representative Walls’ position is better supported because it is more logical and is backed by data from the study.

**Evidence**
- Ease traffic congestion; use data from study – 75% reduction in traffic and road maintenance
- Create jobs
- Create nice tourist attraction; bring in more travelers; attract national motels and restaurants
- Create nice tourist attraction

**Bridge**
Explain how the pieces of evidence are connected to the claim.

**Counterclaim**
Use evidence from letter - “fewer travelers will pass by”

**Rebuttal**
Use press release evidence - Create nice tourist attraction; bring in more travelers; attract national motels and restaurants

**Conclusion**
Convince the reader that the claim is the best position on the issue.
Prompt: Analyze the arguments presented in the press release and the letter to the editor.

In your response, develop an argument in which you explain how one position is better supported than the other. Incorporate relevant and specific evidence from both sources to support your argument.

Remember, the better-argued position is not necessarily the position with which you agree. This task should take approximately 45 minutes to complete.
Is there a Roadmap?

I feel Jenkins has the better argument supported by common sense and enough data to win the argument.

Overall, expanding the Highway will create new jobs in communities, therefore helping economically, and also will help decrease traffic congestion.

Why or Why Not?

Why or Why Not?
Is there a Roadmap?

Both the press release and the letter to the editor offer position that are supported by both fact and opinion…. While both sides make an acceptable case, the latter provides a stronger argument.

Why or Why Not?

They should do what’s best for the group…to pay for the highway to be built.

Why or Why Not?
Have a Process and Use It!
Expectations for Constructed Response

When you write . . .

• **determine which position presented** in the passage(s) is **better supported** by evidence from the passage(s)

• **explain why the position you chose is the better-supported one**

• **remember, the better-supported position is not necessarily the position you agree with**

• **defend your assertions with multiple pieces of evidence from the passage(s)**

• **build your main points thoroughly**
Students should

- List the evidence that supports
- List the evidence that opposes
- Evaluate the evidence
- Select the position that is better supported
- Provide reasons why (analysis/evaluation)
Build the New Claim

Which argument was better supported?

Why was it better supported?

Claim
Simple Techniques to Improve Scores

Expose students to a structured approach to the writing task and help them understand that they need to:

• Write a complete response (300-500 words), not just a short paragraph
• Provide commentary on the evidence cited (explain the “why”)
• Develop two or three ideas fully, rather than mention a lot of things without detail
• Leave five minutes at the end for proofreading
What to Avoid

Responses should not
• Be composed of a summary of the passage or authors’ positions
• Include personal information (e.g. opinion)
• Be written in first person (let’s discuss why)
Resources

What Drives Argumentative Writing?
Access Extended Response Video Series

Language Arts Extended Response
Use these free videos, guidelines and examples to prepare and practice for the essay section of the Language Arts test.

Videos: How to write a great GED extended response

Video 1 of 8: Overview of the GED Extended Response (1:28)
Video 2 of 8: How to Determine Which Position Is Best Supported (2:49)
Video 3 of 8: How to Write a Well-Supported Argument (4:21)

Video 4 of 8: How to Make a Plan and Write an Introduction (3:25)
Video 5 of 8: How to Write the Body and Conclusion (4:47)
Video 6 of 8: How to Write a Fully Supported Response (3:34)

Video 7 of 8: How to Check and Revise Your Response (2:58)
Video 6 of 8: Understand How Your Response is Scored (3:14)
Tuesdays for Teachers’ Webinars

**Reading to Learn: Strategies to Build Reading Skills**
- Watch Now
- Download Presentation
- Download Study Guide
- Download Vocabulary Strategies
- Download High Mileage Word List
- Download Reading Rate Sample
- Download Certificate

**What Students Need to Know: GED RLA's Extended Response**
- Watch Now
- Download Presentation
- Download Workbook

**Moving Up! Building Better Writing Skills**
- Watch Now
- Download Presentation
- Download Certificate
Thank you!

Communicate with GED Testing Service®
communications@ged.com